**Rigid Centralizers**

- Right-Rotating Spirolator
- Straight-Vane Rigid Centralizer
- Spiral-Vane Turbulator
- Spiral-Vane Interlock Spirolator
- Stop Rings
- S.O.S - Spirolator On Screens

**Bow Spring Centralizers**

- Welded Bow-Spring Centralizer
- Nonwelded Bow-Spring Centralizer
- Welded Standard Bow Centralizer
- Welded Semi-positive Centralizer
- Welded HRLS Centralizer
- Welded Turbolizer
- Liner Centralizer

**Float Equipment**

- Float Collars and Float Shoes
- Differential Fill-up Equipment
- Geothermal Float Equipment
- Drill Down Float Shoe
- Guide Shoe
- Stab-in Latch-in Float Equipment
- tab-in Float Equipment
- Floating Equipment
- Down-Jet Float Shoe
- Nonrotating Float Collar
- High-Port Up-Jet Float Shoe
- Double-Valve Super Seal II Floating Equipment
- Tubing-Size Floating Equipment
- Super Seal II Float Shoe
- Super Seal II Float Collar
- Pressure Differential Fill Float Shoes and Collars
- Insert Float Valve
- Guide Shoes
- Load-Carrying Float Equipment
- Inner-String Cementing Equipment
- Cementing Plugs
- Standard Five-Wiper Cementing Plugs
- Nonrotating Cementing Plugs
- Subsurface Release Cementing Plug System
- Multiple-Stage Cementing Tools
- Type-P External Sleeve Cementer
- Type-H External Sleeve Cementer
- Stage Tool Plug Sets
- Full-Opening Multiple-Stage Cementer
- External Sleeve Inflatable Packer Collar
- Selective-Release Plug Set
- Formation Packer Shoes/Collars
- Formation Packer Shoe/Collar

**New Technology**

- D-Square(TM): Dual Diameter Integral Centralizer
- Rotobo Sub: Rotating Integral Bow Centralizer
- Super Combo: Rotating and D2 TM Integral Centralizer
- CaseTech’s Integral Straight or Spiral Vane Centralizer